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LONDON: The dollar retreated against its major
peers yesterday, a pullback in US bond yields
spurring some profit-taking as the world’s main cur-
rency headed for its best run in almost two years.

Expectations of rises in US inflation and interest
rates have driven the greenback to a more than 6
percent gain over October and November, its
strongest showing over a similar period since early
2015. Most currency players expect the gains to con-
tinue, but the combination of Thanksgiving, the pro-
cessing of corporate flows before the month-end and
perceived risks looming for markets in the first half of
December led some to cash in gains now.

The Australian and New Zealand dollars also both
got some help from rises in iron ore prices and bull-
ish trade figures respectively. “US yields gapped
higher at open but we have been unable to hold
those gains and that has encouraged some profit-

taking,” Jeremy Stretch, CIBC head of currency strat-
egy in London, said.

“There is a degree of consolidation (but) there is
still a consistent bias that means the dollar will
remain pretty much supported into the Fed meeting
next month. The message seems to be take some
profit and we will be looking to go again.”

After hitting an 8-month high of 113.90 yen in
Asian trading, the dollar was down 0.4 percent on the
day at 112.94 yen, still on track for a more than 2 per-
cent gain on the week.

The euro rose almost half a percent to $1.0592
after dropping to $1.0518 on Thursday, its lowest
since March 2015. “The euro’s indulging in a bit of ...
short-covering, and I suppose it can benefit from qui-
et, thin markets,” Societe Generale strategist Kit
Juckes said.

“At the very least, dollar-yen is a buy on dips in

this environment. Our target is 120 next year, but our
114 forecast for March could be reached a week after
we revised it. If this move continues at the recent
pace, the whole 2017 USD rally might have been
done by the time 2017 even begins.”

Emerging market equities and currencies have
been hit hard by the spectre of higher US interest
rates and the prospect of U.S. trade protectionism
under President-elect Donald Trump.

The Turkish lira, for example, slumped to a record
low even as its central bank raised interest rates for
the first time in nearly three years on Thursday. The
lira was hurt as European Union lawmakers called for
a temporary halt to EU membership talks with
Ankara. Some expect a further sell-off in emerging
markets to eventually revive demand for the flagging
yen, normally a go-to currency in times of market
tumult, along with the Swiss franc. — Reuters

Dollar dips on bond yields, Thanksgiving hangover

ANKARA: Turkey increased its special consumption tax on
cars yesterday, a move that will be applied to all but the
cheapest models in what the finance minister said was a
response to demands from the industry. Speaking to
reporters in Ankara, Naci Agbal said that no increases
would be applied to cars that cost less than 40,000 lira
($11,578). Models costing 40,000-70,000 lira would see a
price rise of around 3 percent, he said.

The change, which Agbal said would contribute around
an additional 3 billion lira to the budget, is seen as poten-
tially positive for sales of mass-market cars made in Turkey
as it would drive up the cost of luxury competitors, many
of which are imported. “The goal is not to obtain revenue,
it is to amend the system’s broken structure and move to a
just and new taxation system,” Agbal said. Under the cur-
rent system, imported luxury cars with smaller engines are
in the same tax bracket as mass-market models, many of
them made in Turkey by firms including Toyota and
Renault, or Ford Otosan and Tofas , local joint ventures
with Ford and Fiat. The new system will make even small-
er-engine luxury cars more expensive.

The changes will not be welcomed by car importers
including Dogus Automotive, which sells brands including
Volkswagen, Audi and Bentley in Turkey.

“New taxes for higher-priced cars are negative for pre-
mium car sales and Dogus could take a hit,” Oyak
Securities said in an e-mailed note. “For Ford Otosan and
Tofas, the negative impact would be softer as passenger
car domestic sales have a smaller share in their total sales
and light commercial vehicle tax rates will  stay
unchanged,” it said. Ford Otosan and Tofas both export
models produced in Turkey as well as supplying the
domestic market. — Reuters 

SHANGHAI: A long-delayed trading link
between the Shenzhen and Hong Kong
stock markets will open December 5, reg-
ulators said yesterday, opening up the
mainland’s tech shares to foreign
investors for the first time. Originally slat-
ed to launch last year, it was delayed after
a massive market run-up and subsequent
rout. The start date was decided by Hong
Kong’s Securities and Futures
Commission (SFC) and the China
Securities Regulatory Commission, the
SFC said in a statement, with its chairman
Carlson Tong saying the two regulators
had “established mechanisms to protect
the integrity of both markets”.

The scheme will link mainland China’s
second stock exchange, the world’s
eighth largest with a market capitalisa-
tion of $3.3 trillion as of September, with
the bourse in Hong Kong. The former
British colony is now a special administra-
tive region of China but remains deeply
connected to the global financial system,
unlike the mainland’s closed markets.
The new link builds on a similar “stock
connect” between Shanghai and Hong
Kong launched two years ago, which
gave foreigners new access to Chinese
companies not quoted elsewhere, and
enabled mainlanders to trade in Hong
Kong. The Shenzhen connect will enable
foreigners to buy shares in a total of 863
Chinese firms for the first time, authori-
ties said earlier.

They include appliance manufacturer
Midea-which bought German robotics
firm Kuka this year-model carmaker
Rastar, owner of Spanish football club
Espanyol, and Suning Commerce, part of
the group that acquired Inter Milan earli-
er this year.  China’s Securities Times
newspaper cited exchange general man-
ager Wang Jianjun as saying that by val-
ue, nearly 60 percent of the newly avail-
able firms were in new and emerging
industries, such as information technolo-
gy and medicine, among others.

Some of the biggest are little-known
outside China, such as Focus Media
Information Technology, which owns
180,000 television advertising screens
across the country and is valued at $23
billion, or video surveillance provider
Hangzhou Hikvision Digital Technology,
market capitalisation $22 billion. But a 6

billion yuan ($900 million) minimum mar-
ket capitalisation excludes fast-growing
smaller companies. That could protect
outside investors from some of the wilder
gyrations of Chinese share prices. More
than 99 percent of China’s 116 million
investors are rumour-driven small
investors, the latest official figures show-
an unusually high proportion by global
standards.

The mainland’s bourses have been
compared to casinos, with insider trading
and dramatic swings in share prices seem-
ingly unconnected to underlying business
prospects.  The benchmark Shanghai
Composite Index soared by 150 percent in
the 12 months to June last year, despite
China’s economic growth slowing, in a
bubble promoted by authorities, before it
burst in spectacular fashion. “China’s main-
land market is still very heavy on specula-
tion. If investors from Hong Kong side can’t
understand this, they may not come,”
Haitong Securities analyst Zhang Qi told
AFP.

Symbol over substance? 
Beijing has been trying to have

Chinese A shares included in the influen-

tial MSCI Emerging Markets Index, which
could help steer more foreign portfolio
investment into the country at a time
when authorities are fighting off capital
flight. Analysts say the stock connect rep-
resents another effort by Beijing to prove
to international investors its capital mar-
kets are gradually opening.

It could perhaps strengthen its case
for inclusion as the trading quota “could
llow more funds to move across the bor-
der”, Sam Chi Yung, Hong Kong-based
senior strategist at South China Research
Limited, told AFP. 

Beijing maintains strict foreign
exchange limits as part of the ruling par-
ty’s tools to control the currency, and the
stock connect scheme works by enabling
investors to deposit funds in one jurisdic-
tion and make trades in the other. A total
of 23.5 billion yuan in cross-border trans-
actions will be allowed per day under the
Shenzhen scheme, regulators said.  But
despite heavy hype before its November
2014 launch, the Shanghai-Hong Kong
connect has failed to excite traders, with
both daily quotas for “southbound”
mainland and “northbound” internation-
al buyers often going unfilled. — AFP

ATHENS: Long queues snaked outside department stores and
roads were blocked near malls thousands of Greeks bucked
falling wages and joblessness to join the country’s first-ever
Black Friday shopping craze. In Athens, Thessaloniki and other
major Greek cities, the queues formed before participating
stores-mostly tech and clothes chains-opened at 0600  GMT. 

It was soon clear that most of the shoppers were youngsters
skipping school to take advantage of up to 80-percent reduc-
tions in the sales. At a prominent department store, Xbox One
home video game consoles priced at 199 euros ($210) sold out
in less than two hours. Despite large crowds, no major distur-
bances or fights occasionally seen at such promotions abroad
were reported. Greek retail groups have expressed scepticism
about the promotion which further threatens to undermine
struggling small business owners.    Nikolas Kougioumtsis, head
of the Athens trade association, said Black Friday was “not a pos-
itive” day for many sellers. — AFP
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HONG KONG: People walk outside the Hong Kong Stock Exchange building in
Hong Kong. A long-delayed trading link between the Shenzhen and Hong
Kong stock markets will open December 5, regulators said yesterday opening
up the mainland’s tech shares to foreign investors for the first time. —AFP 
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